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Welcome to the Inner Circle, 

listeners.

Last time, you learned all about 

tipping points. In other words, 

small victories or signs that let you 

know you’re on the right track. 

For example, studying language 

on a Friday night. Or when your 

free time gets consumed by 

language and your goal outweighs 

everything else you normally do.

This time, we’re talking about why 

your worst days are the best time 

to study a language. In other 

words, the dog days of learning 

a language. Sounds odd, right? 

In this Inner Circle Lesson, you 

will learn...

Your worst days 
are the best time 
to study a language.



Why You’ll Get Your Best Work 
Done on Your Worst Days.
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2

Why Bad Days Happen With 
Language Learning



Does that mean that I finally 
lapsed after a good streak of 
hitting my monthly goals?

But in general, my e�ort started to 

wane. Assignments to my Premium 

PLUS teachers were delayed and 

delayed. Why? Life wasn’t really getting 

in the way. Nothing really changed. 

It’s just that there were days when I 

didn’t want to sit down and work on my 

Spanish. And I’m sure you’ve 

experienced this too – days where you 

simply don’t want to do anything. Just 

because you don’t want to.

I call them bad days. The sun is shining. 

There’s no bad news. Nothing 

particularly stressful. No urgent tasks. 

There’s no “legitimate” excuse so, it’s just 

a waste of a day.

However, I’ve realized these are some 

of the BEST times to sit down and study. 

Why? You’ll find out soon enough. But 

first, let’s get into the bad days 

themselves. Why do they happen?

ALMOST. I BARELY HIT MY 13-MINUTE SPANISH CONVERSATION 
GOAL AT LAST FRIDAY’S TIMED TEST. Goodye

ar
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Why Bad Days Happen With Language Learning

Or at least, why they’ve started 

happening to me. You may have your 

own reasons. However, let me give you 

the background story.

Up until now, my learning routines have 

been expanding. That’s how I hit the 

tipping points. More of my free time 

started leaning heavily towards my goals. 

HERE’S WHAT MY ROUTINES LOOK LIKE:

On weekday mornings, I do 30 

minutes of SpanishPod101 lessons 

on my commute with the Innovative 

Language 101 App. That’s 5 days 

a week.

On weekday nights, Monday to 

Thursday, I’ll fit in another 30 to 40 

minutes of self-study. This involves 

SpanishPod101 lessons, my textbook 

and assignments from my Premium 

PLUS teacher.

On Fridays, I’ll do a 1-hour lesson 

with my Skype teacher. This is when 

I get most of my Spanish conversation 

practice done. And it’s when I take my 

conversation timed tests.

Weekends are generally unplanned. 

Oftentimes, I’ll start on a new 

Premium PLUS assignment, but it’s 

very relaxed. I’ll watch Spanish TV 

as down-time, passive practice. 

I don’t count weekends as part 

of my routine.

For the most part, that’s 5 days a week 

and over 6 hours a week in total. So as 

you can see, my routines have grown 

these past few months. But there’s a 

flipside to that.

The other side of tipping points is that 

you have a bigger workload.

It starts to feel like hard, repetitive work.

And some days, you just don’t want to do 

it at all. At least, that was my case. 

Here’s another example. Think of eating 

pizza for 5 days out of the week. The first 

slice tastes amazing. The second one is 

pretty great, too. By your third, you’re 

already feeling unhealthy and greasy. 

And this is still day one! It becomes work!



Here's Why Bad Days Happen

A It’s the law of diminishing 
returns in action.

The point where the benefit of something starts to 

decrease over time. With pizza, the benefit of taste and 

enjoyment takes a plunge.

With language, it’s the same. Diminishing returns of 

enjoyment. Some days, you feel like you’re not making 

progress. This can ruin your enthusiasm.

Diminishing returns of motivation. With your 

enthusiasm waning, motivation takes a plunge too. 

B It’s tough to 
confront, mentally.

It’s like dreading going to the gym. You did it 

yesterday. You’ve got to do it again today. You’re 

dreading it all day long and setting yourself up for 

a bad mood.

And it’s a bigger burden if you already have a 

heavy routine.



C It’s just a natural 
part of the cycle. 

Some days will be good. Most of the days, you’ll feel 

indi�erent or like you’ve made no progress. And then, 

some days will be bad. That’s just the course of any 

long-term goal or project.

D You can’t be “on” and 
at 100% all the time.  

And similarly, just as days can be good or bad, you 

too, can’t be “ON” and ready to go 100% of the time. 

Again, that’s a realistic and expected part of the 

journey.

But this doesn’t have to be a bad thing for language 

learning.

Let’s get into the second point. 

Good

IndifferentIndifferent

BAD

LONG TERM
PROJECT LIFE

CYCLE
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Why You’ll Get Your Best Work Done On Your Worst Days

How does someone even get work done 

on a bad day? Here’s what happened to 

me this past month. 

These past few weeks, I’ve started taking 

longer and longer to complete my 

Premium PLUS assignments. Why? Well, 

for the reasons outlined in the point 

above. Bad days.

Normally, my Premium PLUS teacher will 

send me an article. I’ll read it and reply 

“Done” by the next day. Then, she’ll send 

me a list of questions based on that 

reading. And she’ll send a new article 

to read.

It typically takes me 1 day to read. 

And 1 day to send her back the questions 

along with a recording of my reading in 

Spanish so she can correct my 

pronunciation. On a good week, we’ll do 

3 to 4 articles. These past few weeks, 

I’ve started falling o� overall. This might 

have been what caused me to barely hit 

13 minutes of conversation.

At first, my Premium PLUS teacher 

didn’t notice. I’d take 2 days to respond. 

Then it grew to 3 days. Then 4. Then 5. 

Then she noticed! 

In fact, we have a system in place. 

She knows to get strict with me and 

send me email reminders when I start 

lapsing. So she gave me a strict deadline 

of Friday night to finish her article and 

answer the questions. The same exact 

night that I have my 1-hour Skype 

lessons.

That quadrupled my Friday night 

workload. I really didn’t want to do it.

So, last Friday, I finished my Skype 

lesson at 9PM. I barely hit my 13-minute 

goal. Then, it took me 3 extra hours 

to sit and read through the article and 

answer all of her questions. I recorded 

my reading with the voice recorder. 

I finished it all and sent it o� at 

midnight! That was 4 hours of work 

on a Friday night. 

And in hindsight, it wasn’t that bad. 

I got all of my work done. 

By Monday, she had checked it and sent 

my Premium PLUS badges as marks of 

completion and achievement. 



Premium PLUS badges, by the way 

are, are a brand new feature at our 

Premium PLUS program. When you 

complete a task – such as 

introducing yourself, sending a 

recording, or sending in a writing 

assignment – you’re awarded a 

badge. This is a mark of achievement 

and completion. If you’re a Premium 

PLUS member, you can find them in 

“My Account” under “My Report.”

But that doesn’t directly answer the 

question, does it?

Why will you get your best work done 

on your worst days? Here’s why.

As I mentioned before, bad days can be self-imposed. You’re dreading doing it 

all day long, However, 15 minutes in, once you’ve started, it’s not so bad at all. 

Kind of like when you're at the gym – once you’re 15 minutes into your 

workout, it’s not a problem. Or once you’re 3 paragraphs into your essay, you 

don’t mind it as much.

A

B

C

D

It’s not that bad once you start. 

It’s a real sense of achievement after having a “bad” day. 

That’s why I call it your “best work.” 

It’s overcoming a mental barrier. 
For example, I never considered studying on a plane. My mind automatically 

labeled it as movie time. Similarly, most people don’t think of studying on Fridays. 

Once you do it, you overcome that mental barrier. So, if you work on a bad day, 

you don’t take these “bad” days too seriously anymore. 

It’s your best work because working on a bad day only 
strengthens your habit of language learning. 
Habit is what will help you master a language over time. If you can stick to a 

habit on a bad day, your habit only gets stronger. And it will lead you to your 

language goal.

And finally, it just feels good to overcome something 
you were hesitant about. 

Premium PLUS



It’s the fact that you get it done even 

on a bad day. Now that I’ve barely hit 

my June goal and my motivation is 

back up with badges from my 

Premium PLUS teacher, it’s time to 

make a new small, measurable goal 

with a deadline.

For July, I plan to aim for 15 minutes 

of Spanish conversation. 

How about you? 

What’s your monthly goal? Be sure to 

set it and stick to it. 

Also, let me know – have you had any 

bad days within your language 

learning journey? Do you have days 

where you just can’t bring yourself to 

study? How do you deal with them?

Shoot me an email at 

inner.circle@innovativelanguage.com

To your fluency,

Peter Galante

Founder, InnovativeLanguage.com

HOW DO YOU DEAL WITH THEM?  EMAIL ME AT:
INNER.CIRCLE@INNOVATIVELANGUAGE.COM

Do you have days where 
you just can’t bring 
yourself to study?


